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Phobya Angled 45°
Adaptor Revolvable G1/4"

to G1/4" Inner Thread -
Round - Matte Black Plated

$5.95

Product Images

Short Description

Product Details:
45 ° angle adapter, 1/4 inch male to 1/4 inch female thread, round, rotatable

Everyone knows it, the tube rotates, the connectors fit, but not really know what to do? Here is the solution! Rotate stock on a thread about the
terminal in the right direction to be able to be extended with a matching connector, already fit to take this opportunity again just like you need it!

The best on this adapter, different! Mated with standard elbows,  he has been completely without tapering, it arises as no additional flow
resistance
Technical specifications:
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Material: Brass, matte black coated
Thread length: 4mm
Dimensions: 36.3 x 21.6 x 18.1mm

Extent of delivery:
1x Angled adapter 45° - G1/4" to G1/4" F -round - matte black

Description

Product Details:
45 ° angle adapter, 1/4 inch male to 1/4 inch female thread, round, rotatable

Everyone knows it, the tube rotates, the connectors fit, but not really know what to do? Here is the solution! Rotate stock on a thread about the
terminal in the right direction to be able to be extended with a matching connector, already fit to take this opportunity again just like you need it!

The best on this adapter, different! Mated with standard elbows,  he has been completely without tapering, it arises as no additional flow
resistance
Technical specifications:
Material: Brass, matte black coated
Thread length: 4mm
Dimensions: 36.3 x 21.6 x 18.1mm

Extent of delivery:
1x Angled adapter 45° - G1/4" to G1/4" F -round - matte black

Additional Information

Brand Phobya

SKU PH-64293

Weight 0.1000

Fitting Angle 45 Degree

Fitting Finish Matte Black
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